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From Your Lowly Editor
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Welcome to the very first edition of the Witty Bitches digital
magazine. Now you can get your dick jokes in actual magazine
form! The theme for this edition was inspired by two things.
The first thing is obvious. It's February, aka Love-a-Palooza.
The commodification of romance, blah, blah, blah.  Schmaltz
is to be expected.

All that aside, the main inspiration for Love and Other Bullshit
came from Max Ehrmann's  Desiderata. You might remember
snoring through it during high school English class,dammit it
always hits me right in the feels.

The last few stanzas are my favorites. Here is where Ehrmann
talks about hope, purpose, and love. Sham, drudgery, and
broken dreams? Sounds like a typical Friday night on Tinder,

Modern love is bullshit. And sometimes, the bravest thing we
can do is stay hopeful. Hopeful about love, and hopeful about
humanity.

Stay hopeful, bitches.- Frances

Be yourself.
Especially, do not feign affection.
Neither be cynical about love;
for in the face of all aridity and
disenchantment
it is as perennial as the grass.

Take kindly the counsel of the years,
gracefully surrendering the things of youth.
Nurture strength of spirit to shield you in
sudden misfortune.
But do not distress yourself with dark
imaginings.
Many fears are born of fatigue and
loneliness.
Beyond a wholesome discipline,
be gentle with yourself.

You are a child of the universe,
no less than the trees and the stars;
you have a right to be here.
And whether or not it is clear to you,
no doubt the universe is unfolding as it
should.

Therefore be at peace with God,
whatever you conceive Him to be,
and whatever your labors and aspirations,
in the noisy confusion of life keep peace
with your soul.

With all its sham, drudgery, and broken
dreams,
it is still a beautiful world.
Be cheerful.
Strive to be happy.
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“You can change your Facebook to just
say “likes men” now, can't you?” said my
ex-boyfriend casually one day, as I was
checking my messages on his computer.
“Why?” I asked, feeling my blood turn to
molten lava. “Because you're with me
now!” he answered.

Needless to say, I didn't change it. And a
week later, my friend sheepishly
messaged me to say he'd been flirting
with her by email – during which
exchange the topic of a threesome with
me and her had been raised. Jesus wept.

The superstition about  bisexuals being
terrible sluts who can't keep it in our
pants is, sadly, still commonly held.
Somehow, in the minds of less
enlightened individuals, having the
capacity to be attracted to people of
more than one gender somehow
translates into Bacchanalian orgies
every night. Trust me, my love life is far
more mundane. I'm a single chick, about
to turn 32, looking for someone to have
babies and visit Ikea with. Yawn. 

Dating a guy doesn’t mean I’ve suddenly
turned straight, any more than a straight
girl would suddenly stop fancying all
guys except her boyfriend the moment
they make things official. 

Being Bi and Dating Straight

Bi men report higher levels of ridicule and
disbelief and less of the fetishisation. Rather
than requests for group sex, they’re accused of
being afraid to come out as gay. But why, oh
why, would anyone think telling people they were
bi was an easier option that saying they were
gay? 

As mentioned earlier, the term “straight privilege”
is often bandied about. “You get it good,” our gay
friends tell us bitterly. “You can walk down the
street with your partner hand-in-hand and
nobody bats an eye.”

My response? If it's a same-sex partner, we're as
gay as you are when we walk down the street, as
far as passers by are concerned. If it's an
opposite-sex partner? Then walking down the
street is pretty much the only time we're afforded
this privilege. The rest of the time, discussing our
same-sex attraction with the world is the same
battlefield you're subject to – only, unlike you,
we're constantly
accused of being “confused”.

Anyway, I'm sorry, but if you're waiting for me to
“make up my mind”, you'll be waiting a very long
time.

Charlotte Dingle is a freelance journalist and the
editor of www.thisisbiscuit.com, a website for
bisexual women. She enjoys teaching life
drawing, discussing life/the universe/everything
with her beloved (but smelly) 22-year-old cat, and
trying to change the world while drinking red
wine. 

Identifying as bisexual
whilst in a relationship
is not an indication that
I'm about to run off for
a bit of the other. It's
just honest. 

Give me a break. Identifying as “bisexual”
whilst in a relationship is not an indication
that I'm about to run off for a bit of the
other. It's just honest.

I've never been one to use the “straight
privilege” afforded by being in a
heterosexual relationship.

 Nor do I placate paranoid gold-star lesbian
girlfriends by telling them that now I've
tasted their pussy I'll never fantasise about
a man again. Feeling forced to erase one's
identity is not a privilege – it's awkward
and humiliating.

Being pestered for threesomes is also
awkward and humiliating. I've been there,
done that. I  don't want to do it anymore.
Having a bisexual girlfriend does not equal
a guaranteed open/poly relationship. 

I've been turned down, fetishised, ridiculed
and disbelieved enough as a bisexual
woman: as have most of my bsexuali
female friends.

Dating, Bisexuality, &
Straight Privilege

Being Bi and
Dating Straight

THE AUTHOR

by Charlotte Dingle
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LET'S TALK ABOUT SEX
They say you never forget your first
time. I certainly haven’t, because it
hurt like all hell and at one point he
unknowingly put it in my ass, and that
was actually the least painful part of
the whole endeavor. So, you know.

That’s the thing about sex, though, at
least where PIV is concerned. We build
it up to be something earth-shattering,
life-changing, all-consuming, and I’m
sure many people do indeed have
shags like that.

But more often than not, sex isn’t
the special event we’re led to believe
it should be. It isn’t mind-blowing. A
lot of the time, though we’re loathe
to admit it, it actually… isn’t very
good at all. 

The pretense that losing your
virginity is something wonderful, and
bells will ring and angels will sing, is
something we uphold for god knows
what reason.

Maybe so kids are encouraged to
wait until they’re in a dedicated
relationship, or until marriage, or
something.

Sometimes Sex Isn't
Mind-Blowing At All 

But they don’t, and if they do, they’re just
prolonging the disappointment anyway, so
why don’t we give it up?

Sex is great. Except when it isn't...

LET'S TALK ABOUT...LUBE?

We should probably start saying to kids,
‘look. One day you will have sex, if you want
to, and unless you utilise a lot of lube,
patience and understanding, it will feel like
your vagina is on fire for days, blood will
stain your pants, and you’ll never want to
do it again. But then you will, and it’ll either
be better than that, or it won’t’. It’s good to
have a heads up that you’re about to open
yourself to a world of pain in the hopes of
finding some pleasure.

Tilly Grove lives in London,
England, where she spends
most of her time writing
about feminism, mental
health, and body image. You
can find Tilly blogging at
thatpeskyfeminist.com
&tweeting (constantly) at
@femmenistfatale.

Of course, it’s not all bad. Sex can be fun,
filthy, loving...yes, sex can be
mind-blowing. Even when it’s funny,
gross, even disastrous, it can still be a
wonderful shared experience. It’s just
sometimes it can be bad too. Sometimes
it hurts when you don’t want it to. 

Sometimes there’s accidental anal.
Sometimes there’s purposeful but
non-consensual anal, and you have to get
angry.

All of this is part and parcel of the human
sexual experience, for better or worse,
and instead of wistfully telling young
adults they’ll never forget their first
sexual partner, or that you should wait
for the right person or that special
moment, we should tell them the truth.

Sometimes you can’t wait to forget, even
when you can’t get enough.

T H E  A U T H O R

Tilly Grove
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Sometimes Sex Isn't Mind-Blowing At All



9 SIGNS

We may hate to admit it, but we have all been there. At one point
or another, we’ve all been in love with an asshole. Sometimes
we’re guilty of saying we want the nice guy but dating the jerk,
and sometimes we draw the short end of the dude straw. There
are even times that we may not know our man is an asshole, and
that is why I’m here. 

YOU'RE DATING BY
STACEY HARLESS

11
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AN ASSHOLE

9 Signs You're Dating An Asshole9 Signs You're Dating An Asshole
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Now, don’t get me wrong, we all have our own best
interest at heart and need to put ourselves first
some of the time. But if you’re suffering from a
blinding migraine after working your ass off all

day, and dude just wants to play Call Of Duty and
get laid? No. How about bringing us an ice pack,

or something? Offering to rub our backs, maybe? .

Flirting
In Your Face

No. 8

I think most of us can relate to
catching our beau flirting with

the waitress once or twice.
Sometimes flirting is purely

accidental. But when your dude
is blatantly chatting up another

chick right in front of your face?
That is unacceptable. If your

man does this  sh*t, chances
are good that you’re dating  a

bonafide asshole. 

According to Dan Ariely, who conducted a
study* of hotornot.com members,

"[Men] were significantly more influenced by
the consensus physical attractiveness of their
potential dates than females were."

Translation: He'd date a house-cat if his bros
thought it was hot. 

*http://papers.ssrn.com
/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=950782

9 Signs You're Dating An Asshole

Asshole Fact

Looking Out
For Numero Uno

No. 9



You’ve been preparing for this big

presentation for weeks. That promotion

is in your sights and everything is riding

on this one meeting. You’re getting one

shot to show how hard you’ve worked

and to grab what you deserve!

After telling your man at least a

thousand times about it and marking

every calendar you own, you’d think he

might remember, right? Perhaps he’ll do

something special for you. A sweet

gesture like cooking dinner the night

before or even leaving you a little good

luck note in the morning.

Then comes the night before; you’re

stressed, your anxiety is amped up

beyond eleven... and there’s no dinner. In

fact, he’s out with his buddies playing

football. The next morning, there’s no

good luck notes, not even a text. You get

to work and you kick ass, nailing your

presentation (obviously). Surely he’ll

acknowledge it when you get home.

You’re giving your best boss bitch strut

as you walk through the door, ready to

celebrate with your man. That is, until, he

says absolutely nothing. You blow up. He

claims he forgot, but after everything you

went through the past few weeks?  It

was all you talked about! Did he really

forget yet another important event in

your life? Or is he just plain careless?

This one is for you to judge, but if this is

a common occurance, you’re probably in

love with an asshole. 

9 Signs You're Dating an Asshole

Did he really forget
yet another important

event in your life?

Or is he just a
careless asshole

Forgetful...
Or Careless?

No. 7

13
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No. 4 - The Bully
If your partner is making you feel less than
anything - less than smart, pretty, sexy - what
have you, then he automatically qualifies as an
asshole.

 Honestly, if you’ve got one of those dudes who
likes to belittle you in front of his friends, or
makes you feel stupid for asking a question, then
dump that loser, baby. If he makes you feel less
than you, he’s an asshole

No. 3.  Judge Judge Judge
I will be the first to admit, I’m a judger. Truth is,
we all judge (and we shouldn’t), but such is
human nature. But there's a difference between
that and judging the person you’re supposed to
love. If you’re man is judging your choices in
food, clothing, work, makeup,etc., these are red
flags. You try on a new outfit that you absolutely
love and he tells you to change it? You work it
harder.

My personal favorite is when a dude judges your
food choices by asking, "do you really need that?
You look that asshole in the face tell him, yes, you
do, because it’s your body and you’ll do with it
what you want, and if he has a problem with that
then, guess what? You’re in love with an asshole.

No. 2 - Worse That a Dog
This was almost number one, because your pet is
the light of our life. If you’re in a relationship with
a guy who doesn’t value your dog/cat/fish/lizard
at least half as much as you do, you should
re-consider him.

Example: your dog falls ill and is rushed to the
vet. You’re sick with worry and nearly
inconsolable so you turn to your man for solace
and comfort. That’s when he says, "it’s just a
dog." Asshole.

No. 1 - Cheating
This one is a given. The man cheats on you, then
I’m very sorry, but you’re in love with an asshole.
End of story. .

Stacey Harless is a stay-at-home dog mom from
Pennsylvania. Stacey is a pro nap-taker who 
enjoys TV too much. Sometimes she uses social
media to help bring awareness to causes close to
her heart, but mostly for pictures of her dog.
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"Nothing
stings
quite like
being
compared
to the
dreaded
ex."

No. 5 - Case of the Ex
Nothing stings quite like being compared to
the dreaded ex. It has that special brand of
insult because it means either A. you’re not
as good as her, or B. you’re stooping to her
level (depending on the history your man
has with her). It isn’t fair, in either case, and
it always hurts.

It's one thing to be friends, but if he keeps
in touch with her, sends her birthday and
holiday gifts, and even once made a
side-by-side photo of the two of you in a
picture app on his phone - just to compare
you? Yeah, a little creepy and definitely an
asshole.

9  S I G N S  Y O U ' R E  D A T I N G  A N  A S S H O L E

THE AUTHOR

9 Signs You're Dating An Asshole



MENSES IN THE NIGHT

BY STACEY VENZEL

Do you know what it's like to be an adult
having to clean up after yourself in the middle
of the night?

Do you know what it's like to wake up
suddenly and harshly when you feel a sticky
wetness creeping around your legs?  And then
to lead a fruitless search through the
bathroom cabinets because, goddammit,
boys never have any soap?  (Why don’t you
ever have any soap?)

Do you know what it's like to frantically
search for a washcloth and the hydrogen
peroxide to make sure you can erase the
evidence before a stain sets in?

Do you know what it's like to tiptoe around
with the light of your cell phone searching for
your misplaced innovative tool kit, stripping
back two layers of marred bed sheets only to
cringe when you see the crimson amoeba
splotch on the mattress underneath?

Do you know what it's like to search for a dark
towel, a black dress, anything thick and ebony
to separate you from your red-pocked
memory in the hopes that at least now you'll
have a barrier to protect against further
mishaps?

Do you know what it's like to be so
sorry for waking you up--"I tried so

hard to be quiet"--while feeling
simultaneously frustrated,

embarrassed and downright pissed at
this current predicament?

Do you know what it's like to watch
you roll back over mumbling a groggy

response then falling seamlessly back
into a coveted REM cycle?

Dear Men,

Witty Bitches Magazine | February 2016

Menses In The Night

 "Why

don’t you

ever have

any soap?"

Do you know what it's like to be so paranoid when you settle back
into bed on a pair of clean sheets that your panties are stuffed with
a super plus wad of cotton and an overnight pad so thick it can
dually function as a diaper?  And to be unable to fall back asleep
because you're terrified it'll happen all over again?

Do you know what it's like to walk into work the next morning and
hear your female co-worker comment on your disheveled
appearance?  And to listen to her response when you regale your
epic midnight battle: "Oh, I wouldn't know.  I've always had a light
flow"?

You know what?  Scratch that.

Dear Boyfriend, Gay Friend, Brother, Chick with the Heavenly Flow,
You don't know what it's like. And I get it.  It's not your fault.

But I wish you did know.  I wish you knew what it was like to be
ambushed by the Menses in the night.

Stacey Venzel is a zoologist, freelance writer, globetrotter, actress, self-proclaimed comedian and vegan. Her work has been
featured on The Super Fins, Be Your Own Muse, and I Must Be Off! You can follow her at www.svenzel.wordpress.com.

THE AUTHOR



Revolutionary Sex

Revolutionary Sex

On a particularly stressful day, I was
catching up with my husband over the
phone. He was working in San Francisco
while I lived in Orange. It had been weeks
since we had seen each other and work
was starting to wear him down.

I could hear the tension in his tone and
thought of a temporary solution to his
stress. I asked him if he would like to have
a date night with Megan, an incredibly sexy
woman he met online. I knew they had
good chemistry and shared similar kinks,
so she would be eager to see him again. He
perked up at the suggestion and said,

 “Yes please, Madam.”

Supporting your partner, and yourself,
by playing with others - by J.T. Jones

The rest of the conversation involved me
giving him specific instructions of what he
could and could not do on his playdate. As I
went over the details, I became aroused and
felt a little bit closer to him, despite the
distance.  

Being in a relationship where sexual desires
could be discussed and explored without
judgement opened up a world of possibilities
for my husband and I.

When we met, we were both coming out of
relationships where poor communication, be
it sexual or not, ultimately led to dramatic
ends. We knew, even before we met each
other, that if we were to share ourselves
honestly we had to be true to ourselves and
our desires.

Because we accepted who we were as
individuals we were able to fall deeply in love
with each other, without judgement.

"Because we

accepted who

we were as

individuals we

were able to fall

deeply in love

with each other,

without

judgement."
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Now, this doesn't mean we
were ready to explore

others without limits. But
it did mean we were open

to hearing out our desires,
assessing our feelings,
and making a decision

based on both personal
and mutual growth.

We took our relationship into our own
hands, designed it the way we saw fit, and
continue to do so today. Four years (and
one toddler) later, we’re still kinky and
making new sexual discoveries.

I know non-monogamous relationships
aren’t for everyone. But I also know that
communicating sexual desires transcends
progress in the bedroom. I find myself more
confident and clear when expressing any
desire or concern.

I mean, if I can tell my husband that I want
to bind another woman into a series of
questionable positions, I can ask certainly
my supervisor for a raise.   

J.T. Jones devotes her life to personal
growth and evolution. She actively
demolishes the concept of a linear life
plan and chooses to embrace the chaos of
the universe.

THE AUTHOR

This also meant we really needed to take a
moment for self-reflection and first ask
ourselves what we wanted out of our
sexuality. This is where I believe it becomes
“Revolutionary Sex.”

Rather than denying parts of ourselves to be
in a portrait of a relationship, we knew we
would be happiest if we embraced the
elements of our sexuality that were seemingly
deviant. We knew we could safely discuss and
explore these parts of our sexuality, whether
physically together or apart.

U.S. couples  are
polyamorous*

5%

*http://www.scientificamerican.com/article/new-sexual-revolution-polyamory/

Revolutionary Sex


